
Chapter 3A8668

Date: Sat, 11/3/18 Location: Tate House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Ben, Mr. Tate

Agenda: 
● Arm Programming

Reflections: 

1) changed the increment method for the servo logic -  

 A - now there is fix increment amount, before the increment amount was based upon the joystick 
value from the gamepad ie. constant changing inputs from gamepad 

 B -  added time checking functionality - gives servos time to complete their motion before 
accepting new position data. And that new position data is fixed per point a) above.  The OpMode loop 
fires too quickly so the servo position data (obtained from joystick input) was updating constantly and the 
servos could not catch up. Now - Joystick value is just checking if joystick has been moved up or down.  
This determines direction of the servo but servo only moves a fixed amount. 

 C - Added time delay variables and checks makes sure that the servo motion is complete and 
any new setPosition call to the servo must wait until prior motion is complete. 

basic pseudocode: 

check time (has desired delay amount passed) 
Yes 
 driver desires to move servo = joystick push 
 setposition adds .005 (new locations for servo to move to) 
 set time variable to current time - to make sure servo completes motion 
No 
 do nothing, allow Opmode loop to continue 

TESTED servos separately - found out that .003 was good for 
time delay set to .03 sec or 30 millis. 
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Chapter 3A8668

Date: Mon, 11/5/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #17

Attendees: Mark, Zach, Mariah, Andrew, Ben, Mr. Lee, Coach Belbas, Mrs. Tate

Agenda: 
● Driving Practice 
● Autonomous Work

Reflections: 
Driving Practice (Mark, Zach): Today we practiced driving the robot for the first time with both the arm and the mecanum drive in 
the tele-op code. The chassis might be too fast as it would often move in jerky movements, causing us to lose control of the 
minerals. The arm was difficult to control since we had to adjust each servo manually instead of having a fluent motion set in the 
programming. However, we succeeded in making it functional in our first sprint, and it will work for meet 1. We tested controlling 
the arm with different buttons on the gamepad, and we also decided to decrease the power on the arm to allow for finer 
adjustments, which Ben changed in the code. 

Andrew: While the drivers were practicing, I: 
● Updated the feature_autonomous branch to version 4.3 of the ftc SDK (the most recent release) 
● Added in the new tensor flow vuforia example code from FIRST for detecting minerals 
● Created a test program for the navx 
● Added an afterburner method to the teleop -- afterburners() is activated by the left trigger on the gamepad and ups the 

maximum power that the robot can drive at from .5 to 1. This is so that the drivers can more easily drive slowly (for 
accuracy and small movements) and then speed up to full power when crossing the field. 

"   
After driving practice was over, I then conducted several preliminary tests of the autonomous drive methods. I discovered two 
bugs up front: the directional settings that allowed the robot to drive omni-directionally did not work and the inches to distance 
converter did not work.  

Zach: I also created a temporary team marker for meet 1 by gluing a wiffle ball to a piece of plastic. The plastic base will prevent 
the ball from rolling out of the depot once we claim it.
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Date: Tue, 11/6/18 - Thurs, 11/8/18 Location: Lee House Purpose: Programming Subgroup 

Attendees: Andrew

Agenda: 
● Fix directional and distance bugs 
● Merge autonomous code into develop 
● Revise the encoder values for the autonomous 
● Whatever else comes to mind that needs to be done before Meet 1

Reflections: 
(Tue): I quickly found and fixed the directional bug (a simple variable typo), but the inches to encoders 
issue proved to be much hairier. I spent all day on the bug. The problem was that the robot would drive 
too far. I would input 12 inches and the robot would drive 5 ft. I redid the conversion statements several 
times and that seemed to fix it, however the robot would only drive properly when the encoder equaled 
zero. If the encoder was anything else, the robot would drive too far by almost ten feet. What I eventually 
discovered was that if the robot is driving backwards, the encoders reduce and then go negative. Before 
a drive movement, the code graps the current encoder position to use as a delta. So basically code 
takes the desired position and subtracts the initial position to return a the proper move value. The 
problem is that if the initial position is already negative, when the code goes to subtract the initial 
position it ends up adding the initial position (which can equal thousands of ticks depending on how its 
been since an encoder reset -- a process which due to its time intensive nature, several seconds, is 
prohibitively expensive time wise to conduct during a competition match.). When the code adds the 
initial position instead of subtracting the initial position, the robot receives a move value that can be 
several times larger than the desired value. I fixed this bug by using the Math.abs() function to make all 
the values positive when needed. 

(Thurs): I started playing with moving two servos from one control on the gamepad. Didn’t have any luck 
and had to abandon until after Meet 1. Merged Ben’s arm teleop code into develop and ironed out all the 
merge bugs and conflicts. The arm works but is tricky to drive. There are three servos and three different 
controllers and it is hard to keep each one straight. Also the arm is laggy. It overshoots when told to 
move fast and it is impossible to react quickly with it. I tell it to do a move and it starts super slow and 
then speeds up and keeps going way past what I wanted.  
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Date: Fri, 11/9/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #18

Attendees: Luke, Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Joel, Ben, Coach, Mr. Lee

Agenda: 
● Work on Autonomous 
● Make sure robot passes robot and field inspection checklists

Reflections: 
Andrew: Spent the meeting slowly working on piecing together an autonomous for the offset position on 
the field (the one facing the depo). Stayed several hours after the meeting to work on the autonomous 
more. Perfected the autonomous so that it would drive from the lander to the depo, drop the team 
marker in the depo, and then drive to park in the left side crater. Used this same path for both the blue 
and red offset positions.  

Date: Sat, 11/10/18 Location: Pearland Jr. High West Purpose: League Meet #1

Attendees: Luke, Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Joel, Ben, coach, and mentors

Agenda: 
● Get through the day 

Reflections: 
Today we won 5 matches and lost 1. Overall, we got first place, and our highest score of the day was 
112 points. 

Andrew: I spent the day helping Redstone Warriors and DDos with programming problems they were 
having. I fixed Redstone’s problems and figured out most of DDoS’s errors. As a backup driver with Ben, 
we drove several times (I drove the arm) and when not driving, I scouted with Mariah. Ben and I also 
added his mark deploy code to the autonomous to deploy the team marker into the depo which worked 
perfectly.  

Mariah: Today I learned/practiced scouting. It was a good meet to practice at in preparation for 
upcoming competitions, and was an overall good experience :) 

"
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Date: Mon, 11/12/18 Location: Belbas house Purpose: Team Meeting #19

Attendees: Andrew, Ben, Mark, Mariah, Zach, Mr. Bell, Mr. Lee

Agenda: 
● Perform a SWOT analysis for Meet 1

Reflections: 
Arm: 
● Strengths 

○ It works 
○ Multiple degrees of motion.  Can reach a lot of places. 

● Weaknesses: 
○ Slow 
○ Difficult to control all the degrees of freedom. 
○ Wires are vulnerable.  Especially on the wrist.  Need protective covers and or routed 

space to house the wires. 
● Opportunities: 

○ Carbon Fiber 
○ Control enhancements via programming adjustments. 
○ Replace shoulder servo with DC motor plus worm gear.  Replace elbow servo with core 

hex DC motor. 
○ Eliminate arm swivel?  Consider DC motor on swivel but limit to +- 30 deg (cause DC 

motor plus worm gear sticks out quite a way). 
○ Add hanging/landing. 

● Threats: 
○ Basket snags on chain. 

● To-Do  
○ DC and worm gear at shoulder 
○ Core hex at swivel 
○ Core hex at elbow 
○ Carbon fiber arm segments 
○ Program it to work 
○ Main focus on arm for meet 2.  Bonus if we can land/hang 

Intake Module: 
● Strengths: 

○ Ninjaflex wheels  
● Weaknesses: 

○ Ninjaflex wheels would snag on the walls.  The grip sticks on the inside of the walls. 
○ Basket hangs on lander 
○ Too narrow - makes collecting hard. 
○ Wheel is too big for balls and two small for cubes. 

● Opportunities: 
○ Reprint another shape for the wheel? 
○ Make bucket double wide? 
○ Put servos at back?  Belts to increase collection speed? 

● To do - save mods for meet 3 
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Chapter 3A8668

Chassis / Drive Train: 
● Strengths:  

○ We are fast 
○ Can fine tune position - can go into turbo speed. 
○ Chain - space for switching out sprocket sizes. 

● Weaknesses:  
○ Can get stuck on crater if start with one wheel. 
○ Turning is too fast.   

● Opportunities: 
○ Due to the wide range of motion that the arm possesses, strafing was rarely utilized.  
○ Need ability to slow down robot turns for slight adjustment at lander.  (2nd trigger to slow it 

down?) 
○ Can’t get under lander fully.  Do we need it?  Maybe just half of it?  Do we lower the 

chassis by an inch?  
○ Need the ability to push minerals into the depot.  Maybe a pushing blade that lowers on a 

servo - maybe the mineral servo? 
○ Phone is not in a good location.  Camera is obscured. 

● To Do list 
○ Add chain guards to drive module 
○ Lower drive module by 1-ish. 
○ Walls 
○ Rethink electronic modules locations 
○ Recut chassis - make it a little longer in the middle 
○ Order more HD motors.  Neverrest 20 as spare for arm. 

Autonomous: 
● Strengths: 

○ It worked 
● Weaknesses: 

○ Marker was hitting minerals 
● Opportunities: 

○ Web cameras for detecting minerals. 
○ Detecting navigation targets. 

Tele-op- Software: 
○ Preset positions:  near, mid, and far 
○ Anti-Turbo button.  Stay on fast but change button to go slow. Change anti-turbo from 

trigger  
○ to bumper.  Add another anti-turbo rotation button. 

Scouting/Driving/Strategy: 
● Weaknesses: 

○ Communication. 
● Opportunities: 

○ Record alliance partner autonomous path and timing. 
● Threats: 

○ Driver rotation limits primary drivers. 
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Date: Fri, 11/16/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #20

Attendees: Luke, Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Joel, Ben

Agenda: 
● Assemble new arm

Reflections: 
Joel: I worked on assembling our second arm iteration.  This new version will implement lighter parts 
made from carbon fiber and rev motors instead of high torque servos.  Both of which will make the arm 
faster.    
    
(Luke, Mariah): We were working on the base plate for the shoulder module. We struggled a lot with 
making holes in the right places and lining them up, but in the end, we had it finished and put together. 

Zach: Today I assembled the worm gear for the shoulder. Our plan is for the arm to serve as our mineral 
collector and for it to also have a hook that we can latch onto the lander and fold up our robot to hang. 
After following the AndyMark instructions, there was still quite a bit of slop in the gears, so we had to 
take it apart and add some washers and spacers to make everything line up. 

"
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Date: Wed, 11/21/18 Location: Tate House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Andrew, Ben, Mrs. Tate

Agenda: 
● Get joysticks to control the arm 
● Get buttons to move arm to specific locations 
● Combine joysticks and buttons

Reflections: 
    Wed: We started with getting the arm to move with joysticks. It took use several hours, but we were 
able to get the shoulder and the elbow joint to move using joysticks. The swivel joint code worked, but 
the bearing was bent up and was catching, meaning that we were unable to extensively run the swivel. 
The worm gear on the shoulder joint is good, however the AndyMark Neverrest 20 motor that is currently 
on the shoulder joint is too fast, so that needs to be switched out with a Neverrest 40. We also 
discovered that one of our Core Hex motors has a bad encoder so we had to switch out the elbow joint 
with a new Core Hex motor, meaning that we are now down to only one spare. After debugging the 
joystick code, we moved on to trying to use RUN_TO_POSITION and button presses on the gamepad to 
move the arm to specific pre-sets. However, we were unable to get RUN_TO_POSITION to work and 
had to stop for the night. 
    Thu: The first task of the day was to make sure that we can successfully switch from 
RUN_USING_ENCODER to RUN_TO_POSITION and back again. This is key to being able to run the 
joysticks and have pre-sets activated by buttons at the same time. We were able to get the modes to 
switch, but we were still unable to get RUN_TO_POSITION to work with joystick functionality. Andrew 
also troubleshooted an error on Ben’s Source Tree. He ended up deleting the repository and re-cloning 
one from Git. The new cloned repo had several errors in Android Studio relating to the location of the 
Navx libraries on Ben’s hard drive. Andrew spent a lot of the meeting troubleshooting that.  

Right now RUN_TO_POSITION is not working, so we will have to do some digging to figure out exactly 
how RUN_TO_POSITION works. Ben is leaving town, but he will work on that while he is out.  
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Date: Fri, 11/23/18 Location: Lee House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Andrew, Mr. Lee

Agenda: 
● Integrate the Gyro into all Drive and Turn Methods

Reflections:v 
    I started with integrating the gyro into the drive() method. I took our gyro drive method from last year 
and borrowed some of the logic from it. Essentially what the new gyro drive method does is this: there is 
a method called joystickDrive() to drive the mecanum robot during teleop. For autonomous there is a 
method called drive() that then uses joystickDrive() to move the robot by feeding the joystick inputs 
artificial commands. This lets us use the same method for teleop and autonomous. With the gyro, it find 
the error (by how much it is off) and instead of tweaking individual motor powers like it did last year, it 
tweaks the joystick inputs to correct course. It’s very much like if you’re driving and you begin to swerve, 
you turn the steering wheel to correct, you don’t change how fast individual wheels on the car are 
turning. This “steering” the robot in autonomous works well with the gyro and the robot is able to move in 
any direction using the gyro.  
    One issue I had was our gyro doesn’t work in 0 to 360 degrees. It uses 0 to 180 degrees and 0 to 
-180 degrees. I had to figure out how to bridge the gap between 180 and -180. What I did is when the 
target heading matches certain parameters, I add 360 degrees to everything. To the sin and cos 
calculations, this changes nothing, but it does prevent the algorithm from blowing up when it crosses the 
180/-180 gap.  
    Another issue I encountered was logical. There are two ways to use the gyro and they are mutually 
exclusive. The first way is to use the gyro to preserve the robot’s orientation. If the robot is pointed in a 
certain direction and it wants to drive in that direction, it uses the gyro to keep the itself driving in exactly 
that direction -- it doesn’t matter what the actual heading or angle of the robot is. For orientation 
purposes, whatever angle the robot started the move at is effective zero degrees and the gyro is going 
to keep the robot on that new zero. The second way is to use absolute zero. When the robot starts, it 
initializes the gyro and whatever direction the robot is pointing when the gyro initializes is absolute zero. 
When the robot drives it doesn’t capture new zeros for the gyro, it preserves that first zero and uses that 
as a reference. This lets the robot drive at 45 degrees, and it knows that the it is driving at exactly 45 
degrees relative to where it started. I wanted both options. The reason I needed both those systems is 
because the robot will not strafe straight using absolute zero. It will only strafe straight using relative 
zero. So I made a second drive method. The second method is called tankDrive() and it only goes 
forward and backward and it uses absolute zero, while the normal drive() method uses relative zero. 
Now the robot can drive forward at absolute zero, strafe at a relative zero and then drive forward again 
suing absolute zero and correcting or any error built up in the strafe.  
    Lastly, I needed to use the gyro in the pointTurn() method. I already had the gyro integrated 
somewhat into the turn method but I wanted it to be smarter. I want the turn method to take its current 
heading and its target heading and decide which is direction to turn would be the closest to the target 
heading and turn that direction (right now it just spins right until it find the right angle -- the turn method 
uses absolute zero). This combined with the 0 to 180 and 0 to -180 is a hard task. I’m slowly working on 
building up the logic, but as of now it still doesn’t work. 
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Date: Mon, 11/26/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #21

Attendees: Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Ben, Coach Belbas, Mr. Lee, Mr. Bell

Agenda: 
● Debug Gyro Turn 
● Assemble New Version of Arm

Reflections: 
Programming (Andrew, Ben, Mariah):  
    Our task for the night was to finish integrating the gyro into the drive methods. Andrew integrated the 
gyro into drive() and tankDrive(), but not pointTurn(). After Andrew walked Ben and Mariah through the 
new gyro code in the drive methods, we moved on to working on the logic for the pointTurn() plus gyro 
code. (Our notes are pictured on the right). 
    First, we wanted the code to know what its current heading is, what its target heading is, and based 
on that, turn counterclockwise or clockwise to take the shortest route. Ex: The robot is at 90 degrees. It 
wants to go to -135 degrees. Even though the target heading is negative, it is actually shorter to keep 
driving counterclockwise until it gets to -135 instead of going clockwise all the way around. Second, we 
wanted the robot to be able to bridge the disconnect between 180 degrees and -180 degrees (see entry 
above for more detail). 
    We started with what we called directional power: having the robot find the shortest route to take 
when turning. We did that with a few logic statements that basically said, “if the error, or the distance I 
need to travel, is greater than 180, reverse my direction.” Then we inserted logic where “if the error is 
greater than 180, add -360 to the error, and if the error is less than -180, add 360 to the error.” This lets 
the robot ride over the 360 degree disconnect at 180/-180 by pretending that while it is close to 
180/-180, it is actually working on a 0 to 360 degree circle, and once it leaves that danger zone close to 
180/-180, it reverts back to the normal 0 to 180 and 0 to -180.  
    We were able to completely integrate the gyro into pointTurn(), meaning that all of our drive methods 
now use the gyro.  

Mechanical (Mark, Zach): Today we assembled the next version of our articulating arm. We replaced the 
bicep channel with two carbon fiber tubes, we added a second aluminum tube to the forearm section, 
and we assembled the elbow joint and elbow motor out of kit pieces. Because of the limitations of the kit 
pieces, it took us a while to assemble the elbow. We will soon custom design the arm.  
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Date: Fri, 11/30/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #22

Attendees: Luke, Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Joel, Ben, Coach Belbas, Mr. Lee, Mr. Bell

Agenda: 
● Print battery box 
● Work on Arm Assembly  
● Brainstorm ways to custom design the elbow

Reflections: 
Joel: Today I primarily worked on improving the CAD for the battery box. This process entailed perfecting 
the dimensions and creating an assembly.  Once finished the print began. This will hopefully be mounted 
on the robot by Monday.   
Luke & Joel: We worked on the arm assembly. We dismantled the arm to add some locking collars on all 
of the tubes. Once completed, we mounted it to a piece of wood which simulates the robot. This will give 
the programmers something to experiment with. 
Mark: Over the weekend, I worked on a new version of the collection box and will assemble it today and 
mount to the rest of the arm. Also, I glued ball casters to the base of the collector to help the collector 
slide on the ground better. 

Zach: Today I brainstormed how to custom-design our elbow joint. I bounced ideas off of Coach Belbas, 
and we eventually narrowed down on the best way to CAD the elbow of our arm. The plan is to have a 
sleeve that slides down over two carbon fiber tubes with a REV CoreHex motor in between the tubing. I 
will modify the joints we made for our carbon fiber tubes last year to be pivots for the forearm section of 
the arm. All of this will be incorporated into one custom-designed piece that we will 3D print. 
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